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One of the primary motivations for clinical trials and observational studies of humans is to infer cause and effect. Disentangling
causation from confounding is of utmost importance. Fundamentals of Causal Inference explains and relates different methods of
confounding adjustment in terms of potential outcomes and graphical models, including standardization, difference-in-differences
estimation, the front-door method, instrumental variables estimation, and propensity score methods. It also covers effect-measure
modification, precision variables, mediation analyses, and time-dependent confounding. Several real data examples, simulation
studies, and analyses using R motivate the methods throughout. The book assumes familiarity with basic statistics and probability,
regression, and R and is suitable for seniors or graduate students in statistics, biostatistics, and data science as well as PhD
students in a wide variety of other disciplines, including epidemiology, pharmacy, the health sciences, education, and the social,
economic, and behavioral sciences. Beginning with a brief history and a review of essential elements of probability and statistics, a
unique feature of the book is its focus on real and simulated datasets with all binary variables to reduce complex methods down to
their fundamentals. Calculus is not required, but a willingness to tackle mathematical notation, difficult concepts, and intricate
logical arguments is essential. While many real data examples are included, the book also features the Double What-If Study,
based on simulated data with known causal mechanisms, in the belief that the methods are best understood in circumstances
where they are known to either succeed or fail. Datasets, R code, and solutions to odd-numbered exercises are available at
www.routledge.com.
Do Americans live in a planned economy? Most of us would say no. John Munkirs. however, argues that the American economy
has “centralized private sector planning.” Assessing 138 major industries and 5 major market areas, the author shows how firms
in a given industry are technologically, financially, and administratively interdependent. He then demonstrates how industries are
both structurally and functionally interdependent and how a series of economic planning instruments evolved over the years that
both allow and may even necessitate regional, national, and international private sector planning.
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN.
Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual
schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to register for
and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not be
included when purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before completing your purchase.
Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book with an access code, the access code may have been redeemed
previously and you may have to purchase a new access code. Access codes Access codes that are purchased from sellers other
than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either the wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to
purchase. -- Capturing the flavor and breadth of the industry, Introduction to Hospitality Management, Fourth Edition, explores all
aspects of the field including: travel and tourism; lodging; foodservice; meetings, conventions and expositions; and leisure and
recreation. Devoting six chapters to management, the text focuses on hospitality and management and uses first-person accounts,
corporate profiles and industry morsels to foster a student's appreciation for the field. Throughout, author John R. Walker invites
students to share this industry's unique enthusiasm and passion. The text is organized into five sections: the hospitality industry
and tourism; lodging; restaurants, managed services, and beverages; recreation, theme parks, clubs, and gaming entertainment;
and assemblies and event management. Each section includes insight from industry professionals, contains up-to-date information
on career opportunities, and includes many examples illuminating current industry trends and realities. Extensively revised and
updated, this edition contains new photos, new page layouts, and new coverage on topics ranging from sustainability to
globalization
Introduction to Hospitality
This is a book that explores the nature of sainthood in a region at the margins of medieval Latin Christendom. Defining the model
of sanctity that characterized Transylvania between the fourteenth and sixteenth centuries, the study considers how the cults of
saints functioned within specific local social and cultural contexts. Analysing case studies from a multi-ethnic region influenced by
both the Latin and Eastern Christian traditions, this book provides a close reading of little-surveyed primary sources and offers a
comprehensive understanding of sainthood in Transylvania, enhancing the broader study of medieval saints’ cults and their
relationship to social power structures. It will be of great interest to scholars of medieval religion, researchers in medieval studies
and religious studies scholars engaged in comparative research.
The essential health behavior text, updated with the latesttheories, research, and issues Health Behavior: Theory, Research and
Practice provides athorough introduction to understanding and changing healthbehavior, core tenets of the public health role.
Covering theory,applications, and research, this comprehensive book has become thegold standard of health behavior texts. This
new fifth edition hasbeen updated to reflect the most recent changes in the publichealth field with a focus on health behavior,
including coverage ofthe intersection of health and community, culture, andcommunication, with detailed explanations of both
established andemerging theories. Offering perspective applicable at theindividual, interpersonal, group, and community levels,
thisessential guide provides the most complete coverage of the field togive public health students and practitioners an
authoritativereference for both the theoretical and practical aspects of healthbehavior. A deep understanding of human behaviors
is essential foreffective public health and health care management. This guideprovides the most complete, up-to-date information
in the field, togive you a real-world understanding and the background knowledge toapply it successfully. Learn how e-health and
social media factor into healthcommunication Explore the link between culture and health, and the importanceof community Get up
to date on emerging theories of health behavior andtheir applications Examine the push toward evidence-based interventions,
andglobal applications Written and edited by the leading health and social behaviortheorists and researchers, Health Behavior:
Theory, Research andPractice provides the information and real-world perspectivethat builds a solid understanding of how to
analyze and improvehealth behaviors and health.
An authoritative, up-to-date, and one-stop guide to the restaurant business In the newly revised The Restaurant: From Concept to
Operation, Ninth Edition, accomplished hospitality and restaurant professional John R. Walker delivers a comprehensive
exploration of opening a restaurant, from the initial idea to the grand opening. The book offers readers robust, applications-based
coverage of all aspects of developing, opening, and running a restaurant. Readers will discover up-to-date material on staffing,
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legal and regulatory issues, cost control, financing, marketing and promotion, equipment and design, menus, sanitation, and
concepts. Every chapter has been revised, updated and enhanced with several industry examples, sidebars, charts, tables,
photos, and menus. The Restaurant: From Concept to Operation, Ninth Edition provides readers with all the information they need
to make sound decisions that will allow for the building of a thriving restaurant business. The book also offers: A thorough
introduction to the restaurant business, from the history of eating out to the modern challenges of restaurant operation A
comprehensive exploration of restaurants and their owners, including quick-casual, sandwich, family, fine-dining, and other
establishments Practical discussions of menus, kitchens, and purchasing, including prices and pricing strategies, menu accuracy,
health inspections, and food purchasing systems In-depth examinations of restaurant operations, including bar and beverage
service, budgeting and control, and food production and sanitation An indispensable resource for undergraduate and graduate
restaurant and food management services and business administration students, The Restaurant: From Concept to Operation,
Ninth Edition is also perfect for aspiring and practicing restaurant owners and restaurant investors seeking a one-stop guide to the
restaurant business.
This book is an introduction to the challenge of modern leadership. Leadership has changed from the traditional perspective to be
one which is far broader based, with more expected and asked. Leaders today need to consider their stakeholders, their
employees, the communities and society in which they operate, the environment, culture, and trends. The world has changed so
much in the last ten years and many are lagging behind in their understanding. At the same time, we are about to witness a
change in generations and the question arises as to whether industry is ready to empower and pass on the baton of leadership?
The main goals are to help students to understand what will be asked of them as they become leaders. It is aimed to challenge
perceptions, thinking, and knowledge. Also, it aims to prepare students to identify how leadership has changed people’s lives and
help develop critical thinking about the role of leaders in business and in society.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged
with the bound book. For courses in Hospitality Marketing, Tourism Marketing, Restaurant Marketing, or Hotel Marketing. Marketing for
Hospitality and Tourism, 7/e is the definitive source for hospitality marketing. Taking an integrative approach, this highly visual, four-color
book discusses hospitality marketing from a team perspective, examining each hospitality department and its role in the marketing
mechanism. These best-selling authors are known as leading marketing educators and their book, a global phenomenon, is the leading
resource on hospitality and tourism marketing. The Seventh Edition of this popular book includes new and updated coverage of social media,
destination tourism and other current industry trends, authentic industry cases, and hands-on application activities.
This book, first published in 1984, is an attempt to make students aware of the variety in the urban condition and to introduce them to some of
the relationships operating between space and society. From the broad aim of seeking to show the relationship between urbanism and
society flows a number of sub-themes, including the importance of cross-cultural comparisons and contrasts, re-distributional consequences
and the role of government. This book will be of interest to first- and second-year students of urban studies and human geography.
Hospitality Marketing Management, 6th Edition explores marketing and themes unique to hospitality and tourism. The 6th edition presents
many new ideas along with established marketing principles, exploring not only the foundations of marketing in the hospitality world but also
new trends in the industry.
The late Mario Mignucci was one of the most authoritative, original, and influential scholars in the area of ancient philosophy, especially
ancient logic. Collected here for the first time are sixteen of his most important essays on Ancient Logic, Language, and Metaphysics. These
essays show a perceptive historian and a skillful logician philosophically engaged with issues that are still at the very heart of history and
philosophy of logic, such as the nature of predication, identity, and modality. As well as essays found in disparate publications, often not
easily available online, the volume includes an article on Plato and the relatives translated into English for the first time and an unpublished
paper on De interpretatione 7. Mignucci thinks rigorously and writes clearly. He brings the deep knowledge of a scholar and the precision of a
logician to bear on some of the trickiest topics in ancient philosophy. This collection deserves the close attention of anyone concerned with
logic, language, and metaphysics, whether in ancient or contemporary philosophy.
This work offers an examination of the hospitality industry and its related fields. Emphasis is on the application of general principles of
marketing, human resources and management to the hospitality industry.
For all introductory-level courses in hospitality. The Sixth Edition of Introduction to Hospitality focuses on hospitality operations while offering
a broad, comprehensive foundation of current knowledge about the world's largest industry. Throughout, author John R. Walker invites
students to share this industry's unique enthusiasm and passion. The text is organized into five sections: the hospitality industry and tourism;
lodging; restaurants, managed services, and beverages; recreation, theme parks, clubs, and gaming entertainment; and assemblies and
event management. Each section includes insight from industry professionals, contains up-to-date information on career opportunities, and
includes many examples illuminating current industry trends and realities. Extensively revised and updated, this edition contains new photos,
new page layouts, and new coverage on topics ranging from sustainability to globalization.
This book takes a holistic approach by providing insight into the behavior and nature of sex offenders within the church. The text covers
various types of sex offenders as well as their criminal propensities and methods of acquiring victims. Warning signs associated with sex
crimes within the church are explained as well as security measures and prevention strategies that church leaders and criminal justice
professionals can utilize to minimize risk to congregants. Discussion questions and case study scenarios are provided to allow the reader to
examine relevant issues and explore a range of potential solutions and interventions. This comprehensive book is intended for criminal justice
academicians who teach courses on sex crimes and sex offenders, criminal justice agents (police and investigators), seminary professors
and students, and clergy members. It can also assist security teams, church board members, leaders, and teachers in developing
intervention and prevention strategies.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and events from the textbook are included.
Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides give all of the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes for your textbook with optional online
comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanys: 9780132369206 .
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and events from the textbook are included.
Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides give all of the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes for your textbook with optional online
comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanys: 9780135061381 9780136069461 .
Introduces professionals and scientists to statistics and machine learning using the programming language R Written by and for practitioners,
this book provides an overall introduction to R, focusing on tools and methods commonly used in data science, and placing emphasis on
practice and business use. It covers a wide range of topics in a single volume, including big data, databases, statistical machine learning,
data wrangling, data visualization, and the reporting of results. The topics covered are all important for someone with a science/math
background that is looking to quickly learn several practical technologies to enter or transition to the growing field of data science. The Big RBook for Professionals: From Data Science to Learning Machines and Reporting with R includes nine parts, starting with an introduction to
the subject and followed by an overview of R and elements of statistics. The third part revolves around data, while the fourth focuses on data
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wrangling. Part 5 teaches readers about exploring data. In Part 6 we learn to build models, Part 7 introduces the reader to the reality in
companies, Part 8 covers reports and interactive applications and finally Part 9 introduces the reader to big data and performance computing.
It also includes some helpful appendices. Provides a practical guide for non-experts with a focus on business users Contains a unique
combination of topics including an introduction to R, machine learning, mathematical models, data wrangling, and reporting Uses a practical
tone and integrates multiple topics in a coherent framework Demystifies the hype around machine learning and AI by enabling readers to
understand the provided models and program them in R Shows readers how to visualize results in static and interactive reports
Supplementary materials includes PDF slides based on the book’s content, as well as all the extracted R-code and is available to everyone
on a Wiley Book Companion Site The Big R-Book is an excellent guide for science technology, engineering, or mathematics students who
wish to make a successful transition from the academic world to the professional. It will also appeal to all young data scientists, quantitative
analysts, and analytics professionals, as well as those who make mathematical models.
This introductory textbook provides a thorough guide to the management of food and beverage outlets, from their day-to-day running through
to the wider concerns of the hospitality industry. It explores the broad range of subject areas that encompass the food and beverage market
and its five main sectors – fast food and popular catering, hotels and quality restaurants and functional, industrial, and welfare catering. New
to this edition are case studies covering the latest industry developments, and coverage of contemporary environmental concerns, such as
sourcing, sustainability and responsible farming. It is illustrated in full colour and contains end-of-chapter summaries and revision questions to
test your knowledge as you progress. Written by authors with many years of industry practice and teaching experience, this book is the ideal
guide to the subject for hospitality students and industry practitioners alike.
NOTE: Before purchasing, check with your instructor to ensure you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab &
Mastering products exist for each title, and registrations are not transferable. To register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products,
you may also need a Course ID, which your instructor will provide. Used books, rentals, and purchases made outside of Pearson If
purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson, the access codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not be included,
may be incorrect, or may be previously redeemed. Check with the seller before completing your purchase. This package includes
MyHospitalityLab®. Prepare students to succeed in any area of the hospitality industry. Introduction to Hospitality, 7/e, focuses on hospitality
operations while offering a broad, comprehensive view of the world's largest industry. The text is organized into four sections: hospitality and
lodging; beverages, restaurants, and managed services; tourism, recreation, attractions, clubs, and gaming; and assemblies, events,
attractions, leadership, and management. Each section includes real-world profiles, first-hand accounts, and engaging case studies to help
readers connect with the material and foster an appreciation of the industry's unique enthusiasm and passion. New photos, page layouts, and
hands-on examples help students understand the how-to aspects of today's hospitality industry. Updated to reflect today's trends and
realities, the Seventh Edition contains new coverage of spas, updated and new corporate profiles, salary information, hospitality-related
technologies, and more! Personalize learning with MyHospitalityLab MyHospitalityLab is an online homework, tutorial, and assessment
program designed to work with this text to engage students and improve results. Within its structured environment, students practice what
they learn, test their understanding, and pursue a personalized study plan that helps them better absorb course material and understand
difficult concepts. To help students explore the hospitality industry, MyHospitalityLab includes industry-specific simulations from Hospitality &
Tourism Interactive (HTi), and real case studies written by industry leaders. 0134514211 / 9780134514215 Introduction to Hospitality and
Plus MyHospitalityLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package Package consists of: 0133762769 / 9780133762761 Introduction to
Hospitality 0134487281 / 9780134487281 MyHospitalityLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card -- for Intro to Hospitality & Intro to Hospitality
Management
Hospitality Experience offers students an exciting introduction to key aspects of hospitality management. The authors provide a refreshing
focus on how hospitality experiences can be created and managed successfully. With a comprehensive overview of the hospitality industry,
the textbook familiarizes students with the basics of hospitality management and offers analysis as well as cases and practical examples.
Designed primarily for entry-level students at all levels, the book will also be of interest to professionals working in the business.
This is the first text that has been developed specifically to examine what revenue managers in the hospitality industry must know and do to
be successful. Numerous cases and practical examples are used to illustrate revenue management concepts. Chapter ending questions and
problems help them perform the calculations and practice the decision-making skills that are used in the field. RM in Action shows how the
revenue management principles can be clearly illustrated using real-world examples reported in various news outlets. RM on the Web offers
sites listed on the Internet to provide supplemental information about a topic or issue. Revenue managers will then gain hands-on skills to
effectively manage their inventories and prices.
For Introduction to Hospitality courses Empower tomorrow’s hospitality leaders with a visually appealing, easy, and engaging introduction to
the exciting opportunities in the many varied segments of the industry Exploring the Hospitality Industry helps students advance in their
careers by giving them a broad foundation of hospitality industry knowledge presented in a lively, visually appealing manner using engaging
features to facilitate the learning process. Less theoretical and more industry-relevant than most texts in the field, it emphasizes the people,
companies, and positions that make up the hospitality industry today. Moving beyond just restaurants and hotels to cover all facets and
segments of the industry, it includes new growth areas such as event management, meeting planning, cruising, theme parks, and gaming
entertainment. The focus on sustainability features case studies on practitioners and corporations that engage and involve reads as they
explore the trends in this ever-growing field. Also available with MyHospitalityLab® MyHospitalityLab not included. Students, if
MyHospitalityLab is a recommended/mandatory component of the course, please ask your instructor for the correct ISBN and course ID.
MyHospitalityLab should only be purchased when required by an instructor. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for more
information. This title is also available with MyHospitalityLab—an online homework, tutorial, and assessment program designed to work with
this text to engage students and improve results. Within its structured environment, students practice what they learn, test their
understanding, and pursue a personalized study plan that helps them better absorb course material and understand difficult concepts. To
help students explore the hospitality industry, MyHospitalityLab includes industry-specific simulations from Hospitality & Tourism Interactive
(HTi), and real case studies written by industry leaders.
Higher education is dynamic, constantly adapting to meet the requirements of students and industry. Transforming Higher Education Through
Digitalization: Insights, Tools, and Techniques provides insights from experienced academicians on the digitalization of education and its
appropriateness for enhancing the quality of teaching in institutions of higher education. The book also provides insights on technologies
used in digital education, the competencies and skills required by teachers and students, managing quality of education through online
modes, MOOCs (Massive, Open, Online Courses), and methods to support teachers and instructors in online education. The book also
enables teachers and instructors to help students develop the knowledge and skills they need in a digital age and enable them to build
collaborative learning that will bring them success. Written for educators, students, and policy makers of higher education, this book
demonstrates how to transform traditional education to digital education and to continue their activities without the requirement of students
and teachers meeting each other on campus.

For introductory courses in hospitality. An engaging introduction to hospitality, for tomorrow's managers Revel(TM) Introduction to
Hospitality is a lively, comprehensive survey of the world's largest industry -- hospitality. Students explore the vibrant inner
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workings of each hospitality segment, including hospitality and lodging; beverages, restaurants, and managed services; tourism,
recreation, attractions, clubs, and gaming; assemblies, events, and attractions; and managerial areas of the hospitality industry.
The 8th edition includes new simulations, videos, and shared writing activities. Revel is Pearson's newest way of delivering our
respected content. Fully digital and highly engaging, Revel replaces the textbook and gives students everything they need for the
course. Informed by extensive research on how people read, think, and learn, Revel is an interactive learning environment that
enables students to read, practice, and study in one continuous experience -- for less than the cost of a traditional textbook.
NOTE: Revel is a fully digital delivery of Pearson content. This ISBN is for the standalone Revel access card. In addition to this
access card, you will need a course invite link, provided by your instructor, to register for and use Revel.
Vegetarians have argued at great length that meat-eating is wrong. Even so, the vast majority of people continue to eat meat, and
even most vegetarians eventually give up on their diets. Does this prove these people must be morally corrupt? In Why It’s OK to
Eat Meat, Dan C. Shahar argues the answer is no: it’s entirely possible to be an ethical person while continuing to eat meat—and
not just the "fancy" offerings from the farmers' market but also the regular meat we find at most supermarkets and restaurants.
Shahar’s examination forcefully echoes vegetarians’ concerns about the meat industry’s impacts on animals, workers, the
environment, and public health. However, he shows that the most influential ethical arguments for avoiding meat on the basis of
these considerations are ultimately unpersuasive. Instead of insisting we all become vegetarians, Shahar argues each of us has
broad latitude to choose which of the world’s problems to tackle, in what ways, and to what extents, and hence people can decline
to take up this particular form of activism without doing anything wrong. Key Features First book-length defense of meat-eating
written for a popular audience Punchy, accessible introduction to the multifaceted debate over the ethics of eating meat Includes
pioneering new examinations of humane labeling practices Shows why appeals to universalized patterns of behavior can’t
vindicate vegetarians’ claims that there’s a duty to avoid meat Develops a novel theory of ethical activism with potential
applications to a wide range of other issues
Readers seeking management careers in hospitality will enter a dynamic industry filled with opportunities. The rewards are many,
but so are the challenges. Today's hospitality managers must deal with such complex factors as globalization, terrorism threats,
ecotourism, internet commerce, new business and financial models, and rapidly changing consumer demands. Introduction to
Management in the Hospitality Industry, 10th Edition gives readers the industry know-how and the management skills needed to
thrive in all aspects of the field, from food service to lodging to tourism. The Tenth Edition of Introduction to Management in the
Hospitality Industry features both historical perspectives and discussions of new trends in a variety of sectors. This book has the
most thorough coverage of the hospitality industry, covering foodservice, lodging, and travel and tourism, hospitality careers, and
hospitality management. Upon successful completion of this text, readers will have a strong grasp of the many facets of the
hospitality industry.
Readers preparing to work in hospitality will enter a field that is quickly evolving. The rise of the global economy, ecotourism,
internet commerce, and changing consumer demands are just some of the factors they will be dealing with in this exciting and
dynamic industry. This new edition gives readers the foundation they need to thrive in today's hospitality industry, covering
everything from finance to operational issues. The Eighth Edition of Introduction to the Hospitality Industry features both historical
perspectives and discussions of new trends in a variety of sectors. This edition includes additional international examples of
hospitality and tourism operations have been included throughout the text. This book covers all the latest trends, challenges, and
opportunities in the hospitality industry. Readers will have a strong overview of the industry, where it fits into the broader world, the
major issues and challenges in the field, and the many possible career paths that await them.
This book examines the evolution and journey of regional language television channels in India. First of its kind, it looks at the
coverage, uniqueness, ownership and audiences of regional channels in 14 different languages across India, including Hindi,
Bengali, Marathi, Telugu, Tamil, Urdu, Assamese, Bhojpuri, Gujarati, Kannada, Kashmiri, Odia, Punjabi, and Malayalam. It brings
together researchers, scholars, media professionals, and communication teachers to document and reflect on language as the site
of culture, politics, market, and social representation. The volume discusses multiple media histories and their interlinkages from a
subcontinental perspective by exploring the trajectories of regional language television in terms of geographical boundaries, state,
language, identities, and culture. It offers comparative analyses across regional language television channels and presents
interpretive insights on aspects of television culture and commerce, contemporary challenges, mass media technology and future
relevance. Rich in empirical data, this book will be an essential read for scholars and researchers of media studies, television
studies, communication studies, sociology, political studies, language studies, regional studies, and South Asian studies. It will
also be useful to professionals and industry bodies in television media and broadcasting, journalists and television channels.
"An innovative and cross-cutting approach to Hospitality that examines the fundamentals of the subject in a concise and
commendable way. Roy Wood’s academic and practitioner expertise is brought to bear on this succinct synthesis of the subject
that will quickly become a must read for all students and academics in the hospitality area." - Professor Stephen J. Page,
Bournemouth University Hospitality Management: A Brief Introduction is designed for undergraduate and postgraduate students
studying hotel and hospitality management and hospitality studies. The book includes coverage of the principal areas of functional
management in hospitality including: employee relations accommodation management food and beverage management marketing
and sales industry structure and strategy the nature of management roles hospitality management education future trends in the
field. Roy Wood uses a wide range of established and contemporary research and reflects critically on its subject, including from
the perspective of the hospitality consumer, to ensure that readers gain wide awareness of the realities and challenges of the
hospitality industry.
Computer software is an essential tool for many statistical modelling and data analysis techniques, aiding in the implementation of
large data sets in order to obtain useful results. R is one of the most powerful and flexible statistical software packages available,
and enables the user to apply a wide variety of statistical methods ranging from simple regression to generalized linear modelling.
Statistics: An Introduction using R is a clear and concise introductory textbook to statistical analysis using this powerful and free
software, and follows on from the success of the author's previous best-selling title Statistical Computing. * Features step-by-step
instructions that assume no mathematics, statistics or programming background, helping the non-statistician to fully understand
the methodology. * Uses a series of realistic examples, developing step-wise from the simplest cases, with the emphasis on
checking the assumptions (e.g. constancy of variance and normality of errors) and the adequacy of the model chosen to fit the
data. * The emphasis throughout is on estimation of effect sizes and confidence intervals, rather than on hypothesis testing. *
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Covers the full range of statistical techniques likely to be need to analyse the data from research projects, including elementary
material like t-tests and chi-squared tests, intermediate methods like regression and analysis of variance, and more advanced
techniques like generalized linear modelling. * Includes numerous worked examples and exercises within each chapter. *
Accompanied by a website featuring worked examples, data sets, exercises and solutions:
http://www.imperial.ac.uk/bio/research/crawley/statistics Statistics: An Introduction using R is the first text to offer such a concise
introduction to a broad array of statistical methods, at a level that is elementary enough to appeal to a broad range of disciplines. It
is primarily aimed at undergraduate students in medicine, engineering, economics and biology - but will also appeal to
postgraduates who have not previously covered this area, or wish to switch to using R.
Hospitality Finance and Accounting provides a uniquely concise, accessible and comprehensive introduction to hospitality, finance
and accounting from a managerial perspective. By avoiding unnecessary jargon and focusing on the essentials, this book offers a
crucial breakdown of this often overly-complex subject area. The concise chapters cover the essential concepts, ideas and
formulas to be mastered within the hospitality industry including income statements, balance sheets, pricing and budgeting. Each
chapter is split into two sections: theory and practice, giving students practical insight into the everyday realities of the hospitality
industry through case studies which show how theories are applied to a range of relevant scenarios. Emphasis is placed
particularly on the practices of revenue and budget management within the food and beverage industry. This will be an essential
introductory yet practical resource for all Hospitality students and future managers within the industry.
"This new eighth edition of Introduction to Hospitality focuses on hospitality operations and has been written in response to
professors and students who wanted a broader view of the world's largest industry. Introduction to Hospitality complements
Introduction to Hospitality Management and Exploring the Hospitality Industry, also written by John R. Walker. Adopters may
select the title best suited to their needs. This text offers a comprehensive overview of the industry"-Order of authors reversed on previous eds.
This cutting edge and comprehensive book—with contributions from the star faculty of Cornell University's School of Hotel
Administration—offers the latest thinking on the best practices and strategies for hospitality management. A must for students and
professionals seeking to enter or expand their reach in the hospitality industry, The Cornell School of Hotel Administration on
Hospitality delivers the authoritative advice you need to: Develop and manage a multinational career and become a leader in the
hospitality industry Maximize profits from franchise agreements, management contracts, and leases Understand and predict
customer choices, and motivate your staff to provide outstanding service Manage hospitality businesses and the real estate
underlying the businesses Control costs, coordinate branding strategy, and manage operations across multiple locations
The hospitality industry's rapid evolution provides career-seekers with tremendous opportunity–and unique challenges. Changes in
the global economy, rising interest in ecotourism, the influence of internet commerce, and a myriad of other trends contribute to
the dynamic nature of this exciting field. Introduction to Hospitality Management presents a thorough overview of historical
perspectives, current trends, and real-world practices. Coverage of bar and restaurant management, hotel and lodging operations,
travel and tourism, and much more gives students a comprehensive analysis of this rewarding field. Focusing on practicality, this
text presents real-world examples of traditional methods alongside insightful discussions surrounding changes in consumer
demands and key issues affecting the industry. The industry’s multifaceted nature lends itself to broad exploration, and this text
provides: Clear guidance through topics related to foodservice operations, convention management, meeting planning, casino and
gaming management, leadership and staffing, financial and business models, and promotion and marketing Emphasis on career
planning and job placement strategies, giving students a head start in charting their future in hospitality A combination of Drs.
Reynolds and Barrows’ two leading textbooks, Introduction to Management in the Hospitality Industry and Introduction to the
Hospitality Industry, into one cohesive, comprehensive edition Substantial coverage of internet commerce and marketing Case
studies, including actual interviews with industry professionals, to reinforce primary learning objectives and build critical thinking
skills An emphasize on real-world skills and practical methods employed by management professionals Methods to prepare
students for job placement in multiple areas of the hospitality and tourism industry Introduction to Hospitality Management is an
essential text for students learning about, or with an interest in, the hospitality industry. Written in a clear and accessible style, this
important book leaves readers with a strong grasp of the topics and trends most important to a career in the hospitality industry
This practical guide provides patients who have inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) with cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT)
strategies for coping with IBD. It teaches a number of skills that can make coping with Crohn’s or colitis easier. Chapters provide
an overview of Crohn’s and colitis as well as the interplay between stress and the gut, before offering strategies on relaxation
training, physical activity, managing stress and avoidance, diet and nutrition, and medical treatment options. The book also
emphasizes the importance of the doctor-patient relationship and helps patients learn how to think about medical management
(including the possibility of surgery) to minimize anxiety from catastrophic thoughts and balance potential risks and benefits
appropriately. Dr. Hunt challenges readers to engage in specific behavioral experiments to reduce shame and stigma and
highlights practical applications with case illustrations and clinical vignettes. This book can be used as a standalone self-help book
or in conjunction with practitioners during in-person therapy.
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